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LOTS 2 LOTS
1 LOTS $GO$-space
$L=(L, <)$ $C\subseteq L$ $a<b$ $a,$ $b\in C$
$\{x\in L:a<x<b\}\subseteq C$ $L$
$(a, arrow)=\{x\in L:a<x\}, (arrow, b)=\{x\in L:x<b\},$
$(a, b)=\{x\in L:a<x<b\},$ $(a, b]=\{x\in L$ : $a<x\leq b],$
$(arrow, b]=\{x\in L:x\leq b\}.$
$L=(L, <)$
$\{(a, b):a, b\in L, a<b\}\cup\{(a, arrow):a\in L\}\cup\{(arrow, b):b\in L\}$
Sorgenfrey
$\{(a, b]:a, b\in L, a<b\}\cup\{(arrow, b]:b\in L\}$
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LOTS ( $=$Linearly Ordered Topological Space)





1 $(\check{C}eck, see$ Lutzer $[6])$ . $X$ $GO$ LOTS
( )
1. Sorgenfrey LOTS $L^{*}$
$L$ Sorgenfrey $L^{*}=L\cross\omega$
















1 (Kemot$(\succ$Smith [$3])$ . $\mu$ $\nu$ $\mu\cross\nu$
$A,$ $B$ $A\cross B$
2 (Kemoto-Smith [4]). $n\in\omega$ $\omega_{1^{n}}$
3 (Fleissner [2]).
$\omega^{\omega}1$
4 (Kemot$(\succ$Smith [$4])$ . $\omega_{1}$ $\prod_{n\in\omega}A_{n}$
1 $A,$ $B$ $A\cross B$
( ) LOTS($GO$ )
1. LOTS $A,$ $B$ $A\cross B$
5 (Main Theorem). LOTS $A,$ $B$ $A\cross B$










$\overline{L}_{\kappa}=\kappa[0, \kappa]=$ { $u|u:\kappaarrow[0,$ $\kappa]$ is a function}
$\mu<\kappa$
$L_{\kappa}(\mu)=\mu\kappa=$ { $s|s:\muarrow\kappa$ is a function},
$s\in L_{\kappa}(\mu)$ $\overline{\mathcal{S}}\in\overline{L}_{\kappa}$
$\overline{s}(\xi)=\{\begin{array}{ll}s(\xi) for each \xi\in\mu,\kappa for each \xi\in\kappa\backslash \mu.\end{array}$
$L_{\kappa}= \bigcup_{\mu<\kappa}L_{\kappa}(\mu)$ $\mathcal{S}_{0},$ $S_{1}\in L_{\kappa}$
$s_{0} L_{\kappa}\mathcal{S}_{1}\Leftrightarrow\overline{s_{0}} \overline{L}_{\kappa}^{\overline{S}}1$
Sorgenfrey






LOTS $A,$ $B$ $A\cross B$
$A,$ $B$






2. $|A|=|B|=\omega_{1}$ LOTS ( $GO$ ) $A,$ $B$ $A\cross B$
ZFC
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$\kappa\cross L_{\kappa}^{*}$ $L_{\kappa}^{*}$ $\kappa$
3. LOTS( $GO$ ) $A,$ $B$
$A\cross B$
$A,$ $B$
4. $A$ $B$ ( $GO$
) $A\cross B$
II $=[0,1]$










4. $GO$ $A,$ $B$ $A\cross B$ Dowker
$A,$ $B$
5. $A$ $B$ $GO$ $A\cross B$ Dowker
$GO$- Dowker
5. $X,$ $Y$ $X\cross Y$ Dowker
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